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Separately consider each site using or sharing a common evacuation team/plan/assembly point:
Increase the number for:
 multiple floors
 multiple buildings
 greater than one block distance to assembly site
 approximately 3-5,000 registered patients for that site

No stairs in facility:
2
1
2

Wheelchairs or safety chairs conscious non-ambulatory victims
Litter/ stretcher
unconscious or injured non-ambulatory
Blanket/ EvacuAid
back-up/ quick evacuation option & smaller victims

Stairs in facility:
1
2
1
2
2

Supersled

overweight or unconscious victims on stairs
difficult movement on stairs/ confined space,
Stryker or safety chairs
movement on stairs of conscious victims
litter/ stretcher
unconscious or injured (not moving down stairs)
Wheelchair (or safety chairs) movement on flat, especially to distant assembly point
Blanket/ EvacuAid
back-up/ quick evacuation & smaller victims

This plan does not provide for patients needing C-spine stabilization or use of back boards. This
advanced training was not covered in our general staff training.
Notes:
If there are only a few victims and enough evacuation devices each victim can be matched to one
evacuation device and one team carry the victim all of the way to the assembly point.
However, where there are multiple victims needing assistance down the stairs and out of the
building it may be better to do the movement in stages:
 First staff in that evacuation area bring the victims to the top of the stairs.
o An improvised device (blanket, EvacuAid, chair) or two-person carry is likely to
work for the short distance to the stairs.
 Second, load them into the best safety device for their size and condition and move them
down the stairs.
o Best is a stair evacuation team, trained on the use of the Stryker chair, Safety
Chair, Supersled and “sit-pick carry”. The stairs and these devices take both skill
and strength to work safely.



Third, once they are at the base of the stairs or outside the building a third team can move
patients quickly to the assembly point using something with good wheels (wheelchair or
Safety Chair).
o Then run back with the wheels to move additional victims. Or mobilize a large
enough number of staff persons to carry victims to the assembly point. It is very
difficult to move victims any distance without either wheels or 6 persons lifting.

